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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about using project data objects? (Choose two.) 

A. Any process in the project can access a project data object. 

B. The value of a project data object does not vary between processes. 

C. Project data objects can be used only as input arguments to a process. 

D. Project data objects can be used in data associations and expressions. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the case engine use as the content store if a content management system is not specifically configured for
case management? 

A. Oracle WebCenter Content 

B. a CMIS content store 

C. a file system 

D. a database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Explanation: Case Data: the data for the case stored in the BPM database. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bpm- develop/ 

case_mgmt_bpmpd.htm#BPMPD87410 

 

QUESTION 3

Which action enables support for virtualization through libOVD? 

A. Update the order of the WebLogic authentication providers to put the LDAP providers first. 

B. Use Enterprise Manager or WLST to add the virtualize=trueproperty to the SOA Common Properties MBean. 

C. Use Enterprise Manager or WLST to add the virtualize=trueproperty to the domain level Identity Store Configuration. 

D. Update the domain directory to include a valid libOVD adapter configuration file under the config/fmwconfigfolder. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two modeling approaches could be used to handle exceptions thrown by a service? (Choose two.) 

A. subprocess 

B. event subprocess 

C. error and event 

D. error catch event as a boundary event on the service task 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: You can handle the exceptions that occur in an activity using the following: 

*A boundary error catch event 

*An event subprocessBoundary error catch events enable you to resume the main process flow after handling
theexception.If you want to reuse the exception handling flow for multiple tasks in your process, then
eventsubprocesses are more efficient than boundary catch events. Event subprocesses enable you todefine a cleaner
process with less effort because the catch error event is located within the eventsubprocess. To reuse an exception
handling flow using boundary catch events, you must define aboundary catch event for each of the tasks, and then
connect those boundary events to theexception handling flow. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements accurately explain how the Call activity behaves in a BPMN model? (Choose two.) 

A. When using a Call activity to invoke a reusable process, the data object values of the calling process are
automatically made available to the called process. 

B. The Call activity can invoke a reusable process from within the current process 

C. If the process is to be invoked by a Call activity, the called process must start with one None Start Event. 

D. At a Call activity, the calling process does not wait until the called process or subprocess returns. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: The call activity allows you to call a reusable process from within the current process. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bp-composer- user/
app_bpmn_ref_bpmcu.htm#BPMCU87375 

 

QUESTION 6
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In which two tools can you explore the path taken by a running process instance? (Choose two.) 

A. Enterprise Manager 

B. Process Composer 

C. Weblogic Console 

D. Business Process Workspace 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

What determines the life span of the value in a subprocess data object? 

A. process 

B. task 

C. subprocess 

D. project 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements accurately identify capabilities available for rules testing? (Choose two.) 

A. You can create a test suite or a test template without first creating a design function. 

B. You can test rulesets by creating a business rules function that calls the decision function. 

C. You can use Enterprise Manager to test rules via a decision function. 

D. You can mark individual test suites as "draft" to turn them off for test validation. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: You can test rulesets by creating a decision function and calling the decision function from 

Rules Designer with an Oracle Business Rules function. 

Draft Test check box to turn off the test validation. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/rules-user/testing.htm#ASRUG982 
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QUESTION 9

Which two case elements can have due dates configured? (Choose two.) 

A. Case 

B. Case data 

C. Events 

D. Milestones 

E. Activities 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 10

At design time, web forms created by using the Web Form Designer are associated only with human tasks inside the
same _____. 

A. process 

B. space 

C. project 

D. application 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two statements are true about out-of-the-box metrics support in BPM Suite? (Choose two.) 

A. If you want to know average time spent in each activity in your process, you can look at the workload per process
dashboard in Business Process Workspace. 

B. By default, in standard dashboards that display data about in-flight instances, there is a 30- minute delay before up-to-
date data appear in the charts. 

C. You can only view out-of-the-box metrics in charts created in Business Process Workspace. 

D. During process execution, when a sampling point is reached, the BPMN Service Engine collects all standard process
metrics that are prespecified out-of-the-box. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 12

Which two statements are true about business architecture modeling in BPM Suite? (Choose two.) 

A. It fosters a top-down approach that allows for discovery of an organization\\'s processes. 

B. It is required before BPMN modeling can begin for a specific process. 

C. It is supported by enterprise maps, value chain models, and strategy models created in BPM Studio. 

D. It allows you to define high-level processes that span an entire organization. 

E. It uses familiar BPMN notation to graphically describe high-level process areas. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: Business Architecture is a methodology for performing high-level analysis of the business processes within
your organization. These processes can be high-level processes that span an entire organization or specific, low-level
processes performed within a specific group. Business Architecture uses a top-down approach that allows for discovery
of your organization\\'s processes. You can define and evaluate high-level goals and map them to specific strategies for
achieving them. You can also run reports on Business Architecture components to evaluate performance. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bp-composer- user/ ba_project_bpmcu.htm#BPMCU880 

 

QUESTION 13

Which event will be raised when a case is suspended? 

A. Lifecycle 

B. Activity 

C. Milestone 

D. User-defined 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify the gateway type that disallows an outgoing conditional path. 

A. Exclusive 

B. Inclusive 

C. Parallel 

D. Complex 
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Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: A Parallel Gateway creates parallel paths without checking any conditions; each outgoing Sequence Flow
receives a token upon execution of this Gateway Reference: http://training-
coursematerial.com/training/BPMN_2.0_Gateways#Parallel_Gateway (See Parallel Gateway, 2nd line). 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two statements are true about verbal rules and business phrases? (Choose two.) 

A. You can create a verbal rule with business phrases as a column in a decision table rule. 

B. Derived business phrases are automatically created by using facts, globals, and other information in the rules
dictionary. 

C. User-defined business phrases can be explicitly authored to augment derived phrases. 

D. You can mark a verbal rule as draft in the Rules Editor. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: Derived business phrases are automatically created using facts, globals and other information in the
dictionary while user-defined phrases can be explicitly authored to augment derived phrases. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bp-composer- user/ business_rules_bpmcu.htm#BPMCU506 
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